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I{CIJJITING IJBJR FOR TIE SOOlli AFRI0\'1 MINES 
AT THE TU~ Cf lliE ThfNIIElli (Bffij['( 

by 
Bethuel Setai 

At the turn of the twentieth century, South Africa was on 
the verge of developing a modern capitalist economy. Its main 
promise l~ in rich gold deposits founded in the Witwatersrand, 
Its population stood at 4,059,018 Blacks in 1904, and 1,104,81: 
non-Blacks. By 1911, it had increased to 4,697,152 Blacks and 
1,258,034 non-Blacks. The size of this population should have 
been sufficient to support the mining industry. Before 1900, · 
was considered to be so. But for the gold mines alone , there 
was a shortage of 117,193 African workers and for the coal mint 
11,941. (See Table -L) In general, all industries, agricultul 
railways, etc., reported shortages . In summary, this crisis 
could be divided into four categories: 

1. That the demand for African labor for agriculture 
in the Transvaal was largely in excess of the pre
sent supply, and as the development of the country 
proceeded, this demand would greatly increase~ 

2. That the demand for African labor for the Transvaal 
mining industry was in excess of the present supply 
by about 129,000 laborers, and while no ·complete 
data of the future requirements of the whole indus
try were obtainable, it was estimated that t he mi nes 
of the Witwatersrand alone would requi re , within 
the next five years, an additional supply of 196,000 
laborers; 

3. That the demand for African labor for other indus
tries, including railways, was greatly in excess 
of the present supply, and would increase concur
rently with the advancement of mining and agri
culture; and 

4. That there was no adequate supply of labor in Central 
and Southern Africa to meet the shortages. l 

The shortages existed because Africans coming forward to 1 
felt terribly disadvantaged because of the poor wages paid. 11 
the earlier periods when there were no shortages , attempts had 
been made at reducing the wage rate~ but they had failed. Cha· 
and Hatch write: 
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In the early days the rate of wages gi'euJ rapidly 
owing to the inadequacy of supplies, until in l890. 
The average pay of natives was as high as sixty three 
shiUings a month, exclusive of upkeep. In that year 
an endeavor was made to seCUPe the concerted action of 
various mining companies in reducing the wages and a 
scale of monthly payments to natives was agreed to by 
66 companies, with the result that in the course of 
three months, the average wage was reduced to forty 
one shillings and sixpence ... the reduction was to a 
great extent temporary owing to the faiZu:roe of many 
of the companies to maintain the saaZe agreed upon. 2 

In the post war period these wages had been reduced by half 
and it was established as a policy to keep them exactly that way.3 

The low wages were not the only reason why Africans were re
luctant to work in the mines. One of the major retarding factors 
which most Africans had come to learn and to experience was the 
high rate of death due to phthisis disease--this was some kind of 
tuberculosis contracted due to working underground. For those 
stricken, therate of death was forty-eight percent and the average 
age forty-three in 1912. In 1920, therate was still high at forty
three percent and the average age of forty.4 And these were merely 
secondary cases. For primary cases, the incidence must have been 
much higher. 

In addition, the economy of the Africans was considerably 
stronger and had been relatively undistrupted by the Boer War. 
They could still live off agricultural pursuits without having to 
enter the mining industry as laborers . In general they were so un
responsive to entering the mines that an official of the mining 
industry commented that: 

The demand for 'labor had increased wonderful Zy in 
many directions; the native had been very much sought 
after; an indifference had been developed in the native 
amounting almost to insolence,... though this was coTTVIIOn 
not to the Transvaal only, but also to South Africa. 
However, . . . the native had been approached by eivi Zized 
men, begging him and imploring him to come out and work 
for them, they could not aLtogether be surprised at the 
characteristics recently developed by natives, who had 
thus feZt the force of his position and acted upon it. 5 

It is important to realize then that · because of the self-suffi
ciency of African economies and the reluctance of their men to 
brave the hazards of gold mining the mining industry could get 
them only by destroying their social fabric despite the fact that 
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such destruction would have consequences of the gravest and mos1 
far-reaching character on African lives. 

To eliminate the shortage and to dampen competition among 
the mines for labor, the Chamber of Mines organized itself into 
a monopsony in the labor market . To effect this, the Witwaters · 
rand Nat ive Labor Association was formed in 1901 and was supple· 
mented in 1912 by the Native Recruiting Corporation. The forme1 
organization was authorized to recruit in East and Central Afri l 
while the latter recruited in South Africa, Botswana, Lesotho ar 
Swaziland. Both organizations had recruiting officers who were 
assigned to defined areas . They, in turn, had under them licen~ 
trader-recruiters who generally knew people and their problems 
better t hrough trading relationships. 

The recruiting syst em was organized under two categories. 
They were the Assisted Voluntary System (hereafter called A.V.~ 
and the Contract System. The A.V.S. applied mainly to Africans 
in South Africa while others fell under the Contract System. 
Where the A.V.S applied, it was presumed that a recruit had off~ 
himself voluntari ly for employment in the mines. The recruit w1 
then be advanced rail-fare and provision for his journey to Joh· 
burg. And, according to contract, the advance would be deducte< 
from the earnings of the recruit at the rate of ten shillings f~ 
every thirty shifts. According to the Report of the Witwatersri 
Mine Natives Wages Commission, 32% of recruits from South Afri l 
were~.V.S. in 1931 , and this figure had increased to 49.2% by 
1942. 

In practice the A.V.S. was not as popular as the above fi ! 
suggest nor was it that volunt ary. The recruiting was for the ~ 
part done under compulsion. Advances from traders were for thE 
most part used as bait to hook Africans to credit. Terms were 
severe and Africans who could not pay ended up signing up for tt 
mines in order to make good thei r debts. In some South African 
regions, some ninety per cent of the permanent mine workers had 
been gi~en advances against wages ranging from small sums up to 
pounds.7 

The above practice extended to government agents. An Afri1 
speaker at the fourth African Labor Congress declared eloquentlJ 
that: 

After the reaping season, the Magistrates aompeZ 
people to pay their taxes, knowing fuZZ well that they 
would be aompel Zed to selZ their meaZies for eight shil l 
ings per bag or even less; and in many aases they were 
aompel Zed by airaumstanaes to exahange bags of mealies 
for worthless shop goods . At least four bags have been 
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sol.d to pay the govel71171ent tax. Shortl.y after the 
reaping season~ the Native has no food and is forced 
to buy his OlAm mealies back at one pound for a half
filled bag. He goes on buying his mealies back until 
he is hopelessly in debt. The trader UJho is also a 
recruiter_. nOUJ steps in and demands his money. The 
position is obvious; the man has either to go to the 
mines or have his catt-le sold. Of the 1;U}o eviLs~ most 
natives go to the mines.B 

The above paragraph points out that one of the forces used 
to get Africans to go to the mines was the tax. The poll tax 
amounted to two pounds and it was paid by all adult males above 
the age of sixteen. There was an additional tax of two pounds 
levied upon every additional wife. A hut tax of ten shillings 
was also imposed. Other push factors were incorporated in the 
Land Act of 1913. According to this Act, Africans lost all of 
their fertile lands . To supplement their consumption needs they 
had to go to the mines. Other factors included introducing 
Africans to new goods (such as forcing them to wear European 
clothing) so that they could ultimately have to go to the mines 
to work so as to afford them. 

Recruiting of Labor in Mo~ambigue: The Dynamics of Compulsion 

The spread of recruiting areas to Mozambique was another des
perate move on the part of Chamber of Mines to supplement its 
labor needs . Economically the major motivation was to keep wages 
low by having more sources of supply. Consequently, the shifting 
of recruiting to Mozambique was not based on an abundance of labor 
there, but on the desire for a perfectly elastic labor supply curve 
for the mines . In fact, the population of the so-called Portuguese 
possessions compared less favorably to that of South Africa around 
1903. Table 2 gives a clear picture of the comparative populations 
at the time. ·Tables 3 and 4 show the comparative contributions to 
the mines to that date. We see that the East Coast alone contri
butes more than its share in terms of population. 

It is important to point out how the Chamber of Mines assessed 
the availability of labor in each district where it intended to 
recruit . The procedure was to divide a given population by five 
to reduce it to adult men. To allow for old men, it could be re
duced further. It could still be reduced further if the intention 
was to get men in their prime ages between eighteen and forty. 
Thus for the Transvaal in Table 2, with a population of 800,000 
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the procedure was to divide 800,000 by 10. This meant 80,000 
men of prime age would be available to work in the mines. In 
some areas the available population would be divided by a num
ber less than or greater than ten dependi ng on the demand needs 
of the mines. Needless to say, this was a very arbitrary de
nominator which did not take into account the needs of the 
African economies. 

The organization responsible for recruiting in Mozambique 
was called the Witwatersrant Native Labor Association (W.N.L. A. 
It had a district manager in Louren¥o Marques and about seventy 
five stations in Mozambique alone around 1910. The stations em 
ployed about thirty whites who had under them about two hundred 
and fifty African recruiters, as well as two hundred runners wh 
received commissions. The rest worked full time and received 
fixed salaries. 

In order to organize effectively, the Chamber of Mines, th 
the agency of the Transvaal government, entered into a formal 
agreement with the Portuguese government for permission to rec~ 
in her territories. The most significant such agreement was th 
Mozambique Convention , dated April 1, 1909. Under this convent 
the W.N.L.A. could recruit freely in Mozambique. The only con
dition was that recruiting would not be permitted in those area 
where Africans were deemed to be 11 Subject to obligations under 
local laws at present in force or under legal contracts now exi 
with the government of the Province."l0 

It is interesting to note that while Africans were not goi 
to the mines out of their own accord ·or desire, they were expec 
to pay all the costs involved in their transfer to the Transvaa 
This does not preclude the fact that recruiters had to pay some 
nominal fees for recruiting licences . Nevertheless, Africans 
paid thirteen shillings to acquire travel documents to the Tran: 
vaal. They also paid for rail fares and other support. In add 
their taxes were subtracted from their wages . The Portuguese 
government received a fee every three months for every African 
recruited under the terms of the Convention. The Africans re
turning from the mines were also subject to a payment of Custom: 
to the Portuguese government. They were exempt for only one 
hundred and thirty- two pounds by weight of goods. In addition , 
the Portuguese invested in stores around the mine compounds frrn 
which Africans bought goods on termination of their contracts. 
Since these were monopolized outlets, the Portuguese stood to 
reap additional profits. Clearly the net wages of the recruits 
were lean after all the deductions were made . 

Because of the potential profits that she stood to earn f~ 
the terms of the Convention, Portugal aided the W.N . L.A. by emb; 
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upon one of the most cruel recruiting campaigns . Her strategy was 
based mainly on making Africans living in her so-called possessions 
uncomfortable. As a result, they would sign up for the mines as 
an alternative. After interviewing some Africans in Louren~o 
Marques who had worked in the mines, Professor E.A. Ross wrote: 

After six months of servi~e one may have three or four 
months at home but may then be taken again unZess he 
hides out in the jungte and has his -wife bring him 
food. Of those present, five have been required to 
render foraed Zabor, the others have missed it by being 
on the Rand. Three out of the five have been beaten 
by foremen . AU but six out of the thirty-one have seen 
Laborers beaten. Thirteen out of thirty one have seen 
women at forced Zabor beaten. Th~Pee have had a femaZe 
reZative abused sexuaZZy by the white man; one a sister
in-law, one an aunt, one a betrothed. Five others know 
of women so treated in their village. Some here have 
aZtogether missed forced tabor by hiding out, by being 
in constant emptouwent .... Their main protection has been 
work on the Rand.ll 

Furthermore the manner in which Africans were recruited was 
subject to abuse. The recruiter made extra money for himself. 
After he was given orders to recruit so many men from a district, 
it was up to him as to how many he would take from a particular 
village. C~nsequently, under the threat of being tied up , the 
villagers would compete in bribing him not to hit them too hard. 
He would demand men he even knew were off to work. In oTder to 
avoid being beaten, they had to pay him. They would pay him in 
money , corn, sheep, ~oats and chickens until sometimes not a domes
tic animal was left 1n the village.12 

At times the recruiter would be an African from another tribe, 
preferably from a rival one. The Portuguese were known to be very 
skillful in playing off one tribe against another . Consequently, 
that is why they could use an African against his own people. 

It is also important to note that in order to make Africans 
more vulnerable and agreeable to working in the mines, they would 
be called up for forced labor just when they needed to be home 
to look after their own agriculture and businesses. Professor 
Ross writers: 

Some administrators on the other hand, in pZanting 
time caZZ out the whoZe viZZage on highway work with 
the express intention of ~ing the nat~ve come to 
depend entireZy on empZoyment by the wh~te man, of 
converting him into proZetarian. 13 
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In addition, the time of payment of taxes plays into the hands 
of the white trader. The tax is due just before the African c1 
are ripe; so that the greatest possible number are obliged to I 
row under extremely hard conditions. Some traders require six 
months labor to pay a man's tax. Professor Ross14 observed : 

_ _ Febr>uary Zaet ~ a missi onary met on t he X'Oad a 
__ bogy_ p f 400 __ natives goi!YJ dt:J~n ~o the aoaat to wo:rk 

f or the planter who had paid t heir t axes and given each 
a "aZoth. " About the sam~ time he met 700 men, t cu 
del.inquents. being conducted to Ua.Z.ange to ruork for 
these pl.ante:ros ruho had advanced t he money for thei.:ro 
t a:z:eJJ. Such work, does not in the Zeast exempt t hem 
from the regular annual stint of unpaid rvork for the 
government. 

While it is true that a system of compulsory labor did ex· 
in the Portuguese territories prior to the signing of the Mozru 
bique Convention. We only wish to point out that this agreeme1 
must have intensified the system of compulsion . We conclude tl 
Africans who went to the mines did not do any better than thos1 
who stayed at home. In a sense, their pos i tion was even more 
tragic. They paid hi gh duties on everything bought on the Ran~ 
they wTre in addi t ion taxed extra for earning money outside th1 
homes; 5 and on t he train home they paid several times as mucl 
as other thi rd class passengers. for example, from Chai Chai • 
Chicomo, they paid one pound, whereas first class fare was ten 
twelve shillings.l6 In addi tion, a W.N.L.A. agent commented t J 
the women hanging about t he compound where the men are cared f 
on their return, offer themselves t9 sexual appetites long fam· 
get their victims drunk and rob them. 17 

We see that t here is a lot that separates an African from 
hi s hard-earned savings. He arrives home broke materially, bu· 
ri ch in experience. But more tragically, he has expanded his · 
and so he wi l l enli st for l abor in the mines again and again a1 
again . 

In contemporary t imes, the recruiting of labor both by thl 
~.N.L:A. ~nd ~:~ ~~· - ~oes not call _fQ! stri ngent method~ ._!i_t~~ 
rectly or indlrect1y. It does not have to. The African 1s -ca1 
th'e most part' in a vicious circle. He lost hi s land, which ca 
him to lose his agricul tural productivity. whi ch in turn force 
him to go to the mines. But, because the Chamber of Mines has 
monopsony in the labor market, people from the reserves East a 
Central Africa wishing to work have only one place to go and t l 
is t o the mines through t he agency of the W.N.L.A. and N.C.R. 
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Conditions in the Mines 

It is common practice that after arriving in the mines, the 
recruits are given a medical test before they are assigned to 
the mines. Assignments are according to the needs of the mines, 
but management usually makes sure not to assign people of the 
same ethnic group to the same mine. The idea is to prevent possi
ble unity against the Company by people who already know and 
understand each other . 

The living conditions were usually bad. Bad treatment 
usually started long before the recruits reached the mines. While 
enroute to the Rand, they were put in open railway carriages 
pressed together and were periodically whipped by railway offi
cials. They were also cheated in the sense that they were recruited 
on the understanding that their rail fares would be paid for by 
the Chamber of Mines. When they got to the Rand, they found that 
they were required to pay and that payment would be deducted from 
their first month's wages. They also paid for their fares home. 

On the mine grounds the Africans were housed in compounds . 
These are made of brick, they are long and covered with corrugated 
iron roofs. There were twenty men to a room which measured eigh
teen by twenty five feet. Each man had a concrete cubicle, and 
he used the slab floor as his bed. The rooms, in addition, were 
badly ventilated. In general the living conditions were scandalous. 
Ernest Cole, an eminent South African Black photo journalist wrote, 

The Ziving conditions of the men ~ho ~ork the mines of 
South Africa are miserabZe beyondimagini~--~orse even 
than in the worst sZU111s of Johannesb'UI'g. 1 T 

Men who were sick C:OllJPJ a i !'l~d .th!!t . .they -~r~ JWLten.d.e.d .t.<L.a.nd. 
that tney_were ·generally neglected. They complained of M!'.m....tt:~at.~ 
ment--. --some of those who were sick were forced to work and were often 
beaten by tu1 u po 1 icemen. T8 ·- · .. · · · · · 

- Wh'en· they got to the "Ran'd' -tne most rrus~!:a~i~a. e>g>_!.t;I~:ric:_Ei__~Qr 
the~cans was that they found that the wages they rece1ved 
were always less than those that the rec.ruiters promised:· For:
example, Bangiso Sangqui, and African Chief from the Cape Province 
after visiting the mines said: 

When the Labor Agents co Uect them to go up to the works~ 
they ten them they wi7:l get a wage of from Fo'UI' to Five 
pounds (b4 - I.S) per month~ 'and when they get there~ they 
do not get it.l9 
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In addition, they were forced to work Sundays without pay . How· 
ever, this was not the only time they worked for free. They co 
plained often that at the expiration of their term of service oJ 
contract, they wanted to leave but their employers refused to r1 
lease them. In order for them to be released, they needed a Sp1 
cial Pass which would free them from being charged as deserters. 
On insisting, some would be given false release papers which prE 
vented them from being hired by other employers. Such Africans 
would eventually be arrested under the pass laws. At times, up 
reaching Johannesburg, some would be given passes to seek work. 
They had to find work in six days. Failure-meant they_must ask 
for a new pass. The new pass usually would be valid for three 
days. · Failure .to get a job in this time period meant that the 
men would be confined at the Pass Office under the pretext of 
preventing their arrest.20 At the end of six days they were so· 
to potential employers for six shillings. 

We should also note that management tried Africans for tri 
ial offenses . They would then be locked up and during that tim 
pay would be deducted from their wages.21 In addition, some pa· 
medical fees even though they were promised that these would be 
free. One African who worked in the mines wrote: 

When we ~eave OW' homes to seek for fortune wuier t;he 
so-caLled Service Contract, we are promised many things 
by the ZocaZ agents of the Nat;ive Recruiting Corpor>ation. 
We are told that we wiZZ be treated welZ and that better 
wages will always be in consider>ation. But I am sor>ry 
to say that aU these e:xa.ggerations aome to nothirlf] at 
the end. They end up with horrible wages and aonditions. 2< 

Africans were also forced to buy what they needed from the 
compound retail outlets. The terms were often unfair. In 1932 
the South African Institute of Race Relations reported that on 
certain mines a system of credit had grown based on tokens. In 
one instance,the storekeeper had a concession or monopoly of tr< 
ing with the employees. He paid a fee of a shilling and a half 
per month per African employed to the management . Each da~'s wl 
by the African was noted on· his ticket which also showed hls ra 
of pay per day . . ~ on preser'i~~~i:On.OTliiS .. ticket ·at The store he 
considered good enough to be given credit for the amount shown . 
Upon asking for credit of say one pound, he would be given toke• 
and from time to time he would use them to pay for his purchase! 
The tokens once issued were not redeemable in money. About two 
thirds of the Africans at that mine, were reported to be under 
this credit system. At the end of each week, the company gave 
the storekeeper a list of Africans who were to be paid. And, a· 
the time when they are being paid the storekeeper came to colle1 
The managers of the mines ·appeared to approve of the system beq 
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as they spent more, Africans tended to remain longer at the mines . 
Thus it is not surprising that only a few men left the mines with any 
savings. Ernest Cole writes," ... it is a rare man who has set aside 
any cash in hand, and it gives him a chance to reach home with 
something in his pocket."24 Despite all these grievances there 
existed no machinery for redress. The general plight of the Afri
cans was summarized by an African Chief Sipendu who had gone to 
the mines to see for himself .25 He said, 

Some other means ought to be devised. Na:tive 
laborers are being sjambo'k£d and beaten, and iZ.Ztreated 
in many other ways by their European overseers and in
dwtas; .... This brutal treatment, combined as it is, 
with vezy low wages, is enough to 'kEep natives C/1JJay 
from Johannesburg. Treat them fairly. pay them fairl-y, 
and laborers UJi ll flow to the centers. 

This then is the rationale for recruiting Africah labor for the 
mines and the dynamics of such recruiting. Recruitment through 
deceit and compulsion seem to have been the order of the day. 
Clearly,Africans did not go to the mines because of greener pas
tures there but because they were forced to. After time, of 
course, the relationship between induced economic depravity and 
want caused many more Africans to present themselves at recruit
ing stations with little convincing. Secondly, it is also hoped 
that this review will serve as a background to the understanding 
of some of the problems facing management and worker in the m1nes . 
These problems are many as can be abstracted from this article. 
The most significant being that Africans are not unionized. It 
seems imperative that unionization of African labor should be 
viewed as a precondition to a solution of these problems. An 
extension of this paper will focus on this issue. 
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TABLE 1 

Table showing current and projected labor 

shortages in Coal and Gold Mining Industries 

Rand Requ.irernents Alone 

Number of stamp mills, and present and future requirements of native 
labor for the gold mines of the Witwatersrand, and coal mines, 
Transvaal, and for the town and suburbs of Johannesburg:-

Number stamp milles working, Witwatersrand, February, 1903, 2,975; 
ditto, outside districts, February, 1903, 145--3,120. 

Number stamp mills working, Witwatersrand, 1899, 5,970; ditto, 
outside districts, 400-6,370. 

Number stamp mills now erected, 6,560; ditto, in contemplation 
next five years, 5,300--11,860. 

A stamp mill crushes about 4 tons per day; daily 
production with 11,860 stamps, 47,440 tons . 

Supply to-day:--Natives now employed on gold mines, Witwatersrand, 
53,375; ditto, coal mines, Witwatersrand, 6,796--60,171. 

Supply required immediately:--Total requirements, gold mines, 
Witwatersrand, to-day, 141,250; ditto, coal mines ditto, 
10,000--151,250. 

Deficiency in supply to-day:--Present shortage of labor, gold 
mines, Witwatersrand, 87,880; ditto, coal mines, ditto, 3,204--
91,084. 

Supply required five years hence:--Native labor required five years 
hence, gold mines, Rand, 250,000; ditto, coal mines, ditto, 
25 ,000-375,000. 

labor supply, towns and suburbs, Johannesburg:--Number of natives 
employed Johannesburg to-day, 35,000; estimated number of 
natives required five years hence, 60,000. 

It is impossible to form an estimate of the requirements of agri
cultural and outside industries in the Transvaal; these are 
to-day fairly heavy, and ltkely to increase steadily. 

Summary:--Oeficiency of labor required to-day for coal and gold 
mines, 91,084; labor required five years hence for coal and 
gold mines, and Johannesburg and suburbs, 300,000. 

Source: Command Papers, 1895. April 25th, 1925, page 11. 
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TABLE 2 

Comparative Population Estimates of Southern Afr1ca , 1903 

Total 

Cape Colony 

Lesotho 

Natal 

Orange Free State 

Transvaal (estimated) 

Botswana 

Rhodesia 

Swaziland 

Portuguese Possessions (estimated) 

Total (men, women, children) 

1,500,000 

260 ,000 

916,000 

140,000 

800,000 

130,000 

314,000 

130,000 

1,500,000 

5,890,000 

Source: Command Papers, His Majesty's Government , no. 1895. 1 



TABLE 3 

The Composition of the African Labor Force of Members and Contracters 
of the Witwatersrand Native Labor Association 

December 31, 1970 

(includes most of the gold mines and certain coal mines) 

Area from which recruited 

Cape 
Natal 
Free State 
Transvaal 

Lesotho 
Botswana 
Swaziland 

East Coast 
Tropical Territories 

Sub-total 

Sub-total 

Total 

Number 

71,787 
5,836 
6,899 

12,334 

71,109 
16,109 
5,388 

96,856 

92,794 

113,293 
98, 228 

401,171 

Percentage 

17.89 
1.46 
1.72 
3.07 

17 .73 
4.06 

...L1L 

24.14 

23.13 

28.24 
24.49 roo:w 

Source: Mine Labor Organization Limited, Report for the year 1970 in Horrell, Muriel 
A Survey of Race Retations in SOuth Africa. Johannesburg: South Africa 
Institute of Race Relations. January, 1972, p. 230. 
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TABLE 4 

Territorial Analysis of Typical Native Labor Force 

on Chamber of Mines, 1943 

Union 
Cape Province 
Natal and Zuland 
0. F.S. 
T.Y.l. 

High Commissions Territories 
Basutoland 
Bechvanaland 
Swaziland 

East Coast 
Mozambique (south of L 22 S) 

Nyasaland and Northern Rhodesia 

Total 

125,000 
20,000 
5,000 

30,000 

45,000 
10,000 
8,000 

87,000 

30,000 

180 .ooo 

63,000 

87 , 000 

30,000 

360, 000 




